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Intermolecular multiple-quantum coherence (iMQC) is capable of improving NMR spectral resolution
using a 2D shearing manipulation method. A pulse sequence termed CT-iDH, which combines intermolec-
ular double-quantum filter (iDQF) with a modified constant-time (CT) scheme, is designed to achieve fast
acquisition of high-resolution intermolecular zero-quantum coherences (iZQCs) and intermolecular dou-
ble-quantum coherences (iDQCs) spectra without strong coupling artifacts. Furthermore, double-absorp-
tion lineshapes are first realized in 2D intermolecular multi-quantum coherences (iMQCs) spectra under
inhomogeneous fields through a combination of iZQC and iDQC signals to double the resolution without
loss of sensitivity. Theoretically the spectral linewidth can be further reduced by half compared to original
iMQC high-resolution spectra. Several experiments were performed to test the feasibility of the new
method and the improvements are evaluated quantitatively. The study suggests potential applications
for in vivo spectroscopy.

� 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

High-resolution NMR spectroscopy can provide valuable infor-
mation for structure elucidation. In many cases, however, high-
resolution spectra are virtually impossible to obtain because of
the inherent heterogeneity of the samples or living organisms under
investigation, as well as the poor homogeneity of the magnets.
Therefore, there is a great deal of interest and excitement in explor-
ing high-resolution NMR techniques in inhomogeneous fields.
Nutation echoes [1,2], shim pulses [3] and modified horse-shoe
magnet [4] were utilized to obtain chemical shift information under
highly inhomogeneous magnetic fields [5]. A method based on
coherence transfer between spins was proposed to obtain high-res-
olution NMR spectra in inhomogeneous field with unknown spatio-
temporal variations [6]. More recently, a new shimming approach
was implemented on a pocket-size permanent magnet to obtain
high-resolution spectroscopy of conventional samples [7]. Intermo-
lecular multiple-quantum coherences (iMQCs) originating from dis-
tant dipolar interactions between spins [8] are capable of improving
NMR spectral resolution when magnetic field inhomogeneities vary
over distances much larger than the distances between coupled
spins [9]. Several magnetic resonance spectroscopic techniques that
ll rights reserved.
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use iMQCs to refocus inhomogeneous line broadening have been
proposed [10–17].

Unfortunately, the usefulness of existing 2D iMQC high-resolu-
tion methods is considerably reduced by several drawbacks.
Firstly, none of the 2D iMQC spectra has double-absorption mode
hitherto. The signals are phase-modulated, therefore absolute-va-
lue spectra are usually used for high-resolution projection, which
introduces unfavorable line broadening [18,19]. Secondly, strong
scalar couplings lead to additional cross-peaks generally known
as ‘‘strong coupling artifacts’’ [20], which make the projection of
a 2D spectrum more crowded or distort the relative intensities of
components in a strongly coupled multiplet, and make the spectral
interpretation ambiguous, especially for a closely spaced spectrum.
The extra peaks are immune from coherence selection, as they
have the same coherence transfer pathway (CTP) as the desired
ones. Thrippleton and co-workers proposed two methods to sup-
press the undesired strong coupling artifacts: one utilizes a double
spin echo sequence with constant total echo time and averaged
sub-echo times, while another is on the basis of symmetrization
procedure [21].

In current work, we propose a pulse sequence to overcome the
above two drawbacks of iMQC high-resolution spectroscopy. The
proposed sequence, which is termed CT-iDH (see Fig. 1b), com-
bines the iDQF-HOMOGENIZED (abbreviated as iDH) sequence
[14,15] with a modified constant-time (CT) scheme [22]. The CT
scheme with a fixed evolution period is modified in the proposed
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Fig. 1. Pulse sequences: (a) original iZQC (n = 0)/iDQC (n = 2) sequence [9,10], and
(b) CT-iDH sequence.
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sequence to eliminate the strong coupling artifacts. The CT-iDH se-
quence inherits the module of iDQF from the iDH, not only to sup-
press solvent signal [14], but also to achieve mirror pathways to
eliminate the dispersion component. For the first time, the dou-
ble-absorption lineshape is realized in 2D iMQC spectra under
inhomogeneous fields. Furthermore, the manipulation of the t1

period achieves narrow spectral width in indirect dimension with-
out any loss of information. The sparse sampling in the indirect
dimension speeds up the acquisition of 2D spectroscopy, making
the new method more applicable in in vivo studies.

2. Theories and methods

2.1. Obtaining double-absorption spectra

To obtain absorption spectra, our idea is to record two equally
weighted signals with mirror image pathways [23]. In the CT-iDH
sequence (Fig. 1b), the CTP 0 ? 0 (iZQC) ? +2 (iDQC) ? +1 ? �1
was selected. iZQC and iDQC periods were utilized in the mirror
pathways, respectively. They are dubbed as CT-iDH-iZQC and CT-
iDH-iDQC (Fig. 1b). These two complementary spectra, which are
almost equal in amplitude and symmetric about x1 or t1 = 0, are
independently collected. Although either spectrum has undesir-
able phase-twisted lineshape, they can always be combined via
data processing to form a complete echo in both dimensions of
time domain, thus yielding a 2D amplitude-modulated spectrum
in frequency domain. Before Fourier transformation (FT), one of
the datasets is mirror imaged with respect to t1 = 0, and then added
with its complementary one. (Or, after FT, the x1 axis of one of the
spectra is reversed, and then the two spectra are added together.) It
turns out that the dispersive parts of the phase-twisted lineshape
are canceled. Thus, an absorption spectrum can be obtained.

In the following theoretical deduction, we will consider a well-
mixed liquid sample, consisting of solvent spin I and solute spin S,
both of which are single spin-1/2 systems. It is assumed that I spin
is abundant and S spin are either abundant or dilute. The two CTPs
of the CT-iDH sequence can be interpreted by using the raising and
lowing operator formalism:
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where s1, s2, s3 and s4 are constants, and s3 P t1max. In the CT-iDH
sequence, evolution period includes an interval s1 + t1 and an
interval s3 � t1. We assume xm is the frequency offset of spin m
(m = I, S) in the rotating frame in the absence of magnetic field inho-
mogeneity, and Dx is the deviation of the angular frequency caused
by magnetic field inhomogeneity, then the frequency offset of spin
m is
Xm ¼ xm þ Dx; m ¼ I; S: ð2Þ

The CT-iDH sequence leads to the chemical shifts of solvent–
solute cross-peaks at
CT-iDH-iZQC : ðX1;X2Þ ¼ ½ð�XI þXSÞ �XS;XS� ¼ ð�XI;XSÞ;
CT-iDH-iDQC : ðX1;X2Þ ¼ ½ðþXI þXSÞ �XS;XS� ¼ ðþXI;XSÞ;

ð3Þ
which shows that the resonances of iZQC and iDQC appear in pair
symmetric about x1 = 0. Note that only the frequency offset of sol-
vent causes the t1 modulation. Therefore, the 2D spectra can be re-
corded in very short scan time.

For convenience in the following deduction, we neglect the ini-
tial time-increasing (or growth) FID magnitude modulation caused
by distant dipolar field (DDF), and assume s1 = s2 = s4 = 0, and
s3 = t1max. Considering the frequency offsets and the transverse
relaxation, the t1 and t2 dependences of the CT-iDH-iZQC signal
can be deduced as:
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where RI
2 and RS

2 are the transverse relaxation rates of I and S,
respectively. Rþ2 is the transverse relaxation rate due to inhomoge-
neous broadening. In an in vivo case, the formula RS

2 � RI
2 � Rþ2 is

tenable [14]. The term exp �Rþ2 jt2 þ t1 � t1 maxj
� �

shows that the
signal is an echo attenuated due to the field inhomogeneities,
and has a maximum magnitude at t1 + t2 = t1max when the phase
divergence Dxt is canceled. However, the CT-iDH-iZQC signal is
not a complete echo due to the RI

2 and RS
2. The mirror image of

the CT-iDH-iZQC signal with respect to t1 = 0 can be obtained by
reversing the sign of t1:
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Similar to the deduction of the CT-iDH-iZQC signal, the CT-iDH-
iDQC signal can be deduced as:
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where the term exp �Rþ2 jt2 � t1 � t1 maxj
� �

shows that the echo sig-
nal has a maximum magnitude when t1 � t2 = t1max. Superposition
of the mirror image signal of CT-iDH-iZQC and the signal of CT-
iDH-iDQC gives
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Fig. 2. Illustration to obtain double-absorption iMQC spectrum using the experi-
mental time-domain signal of the aspartate sample.
where the signal is almost an echo centered at (t1, t2) = (0, t1max)
when RS

2 is ignored. For convenience for FT in later procedure, a left
shift along t2 by t1max is performed to translate the signal to center
at the origin of a new coordinate system ðt1; t02Þ:
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which shows that the effects of field inhomogeneity Dx exist in
both t1 and t2 dimensions. To get a high-resolution projected signal
on the x2 axis, a shearing along t1 by p/4 is required:
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which shows that the signal is free of inhomogeneous broadening in
the t02 dimension after the shearing. Since RI

2 � Rþ2 , t01 is ignored in
expð�RI

2jt01 þ t02jÞ when compared to expð�Rþ2 jt01jÞ. Next, complex
FT with respect to t01 is performed:
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Since the relaxation rate of tissue water is usually one magni-
tude larger than most metabolites in organism in in vivo case, i.e.
RS

2 � RI
2, expð�RS

2t02Þ is ignored. Finally, complex FT with respect
to t02 is performed:
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An absorption-mode spectrum is therefore obtained with abso-
lute value mode. The illustration to obtain double-absorption iMQC
spectrum using the experimental time-domain signal of the aspar-
tate sample is shown in Fig. 2.

Phasing is a minor problem that should be considered in obtain-
ing absorption spectra, that is, multiplying P-type and N-type sig-
nals by expðiuPÞ and expðiuNÞ, respectively, where uP and uN are
the phase deviations or errors or shifts from P and N CTPs,
respectively:

uP ¼ ð�XI þXSÞs1 þ ðXI þXSÞs2 þXSs3 �XSs4 þ /

uN ¼ ðXI þXSÞs1 þ ð�XI þXSÞs2 þXSs3 �XSs4 þ /
ð12Þ

where / is the zero-order phase deviation. Different phase devia-
tions associated with initial delays (zero-order) and CTPs (first-or-
der) will result in phase distortions that cannot be removed by
conventional phase correction procedures. This problem can be eas-
ily solved with s1 = s2.

2.2. Elimination of strong coupling artifacts

For strong coupled systems, the hard p pulse leads to coherence
transfer between t1 and t2, and produces cross-peaks [24]. It seems
that additional cross-peaks may appear as strong coupling
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artifacts. This is true for conventional iMQC spectra. However, the
CT-iDH sequence is designed with a constant t1 evolution time
when the solute precessions under frequency offsets and J-cou-
plings remain invariant, because no other RF pulse is exerted on
the solute spins. Therefore, the frequency offsets and J-couplings
of solute will not cause t1-modulation. Despite that cross-peaks
do exist due to the hard p pulse, they have the same t2-precessions
as axial peaks and will exactly overlap each other. Consequently,
no extra strong coupling artifacts will appear in the CT-iDH spec-
tra. Therefore, the multiplet patterns and relative intensities of
each multiplet in a CT-iDH spectrum and its projection are the
same as those in conventional 1D single-quantum coherence
(SQC) spectra. While in conventional iMQC spectra under inhomo-
geneous fields, additional strong coupling artifacts appear. There-
fore, in their projected spectra to achieve high-resolution, two
problems maybe arise. Firstly, the relative intensities of each mul-
tiplet are different from natural values because projections are cal-
culated from absolute-value spectra regardless of their alternating
signs. Secondly, in non-iZQC spectra which have inhomogeneous
line broadening in both dimensions, shearing is required to remove
the inhomogeneous broadening in one dimension. In such cases,
the peak number of a muliplet will increase in the projection after
shearing. This problem does not appear in iZQC spectra which are
free from field inhomogeneities in x1 axis and require no shearing
to get high-resolution projections.
3. Experimental

All experiments were performed on an 11.74 T Varian NMR Sys-
tem with 54 mm narrow bore, using a 5 mm indirect detection
probe at 298 K. Three samples were measured. Sample I was an
aqueous solution phantom containing 1.2 mM aspartate (Asp);
Sample II was an aqueous solution phantom containing 14 mM cre-
atine (Cr), 4.5 mM lactate (Lac) and 4.5 mM citrate (Cit); Sample III
was an intact pig brain tissue fitted in a 5 mm NMR tube. They were
used to demonstrate implementation details of the new method.
For Samples I and II, the Z1 shimming coil was deliberately deshim-
med to produce a linewidth of 40 Hz to simulate the static field
inhomogeneity. The excitation sculpting scheme [25,26] of two
frequency selective refocusing pulses and two pairs of spoiling
gradients was used as the water suppression (WS) module. The
W5 composite pulse [27] was used for the water-exclusive p pulse
right before the iDQF period and the two water-exclusive p pulses
in the WS module. The parameters (strength � duration) of CSGs
were G0 = 0.07 T/m � 1.2 ms, G = 0.16 T/m � 1.2 ms, G1 = 0.14 T/
m � 1.0 ms, and G2 = 0.24 T/m � 1.0 ms, respectively, where G1

and G2 are the spoiling PFGs in the WS module. An 8-step phase cy-
cling was applied for the CT-iDH sequences: h = (x, y,�x,�y, x, y,�x,
�y), u = (x, x, x, x,�x,�x,�x,�x) and receiver = (x,�x, x,�x, x,�x, x,
�x), where u is the phase of the water-exclusive p pulses in the WS
module. The phase cycling for the first RF pulse of the original iZQC/
iDQC sequences is: h = (x, y,�x,�y, x, y,�x,�y). The repetition time
(TR, defined as the duration of between two averages) and the spin
echo time (TE, defined as the duration from the excitation to the
echo maximum) were TR/TE = 2000/420 ms. s1 = s2 = s4 = 0;
s3 = t1max = 200 ms. 500 � 25 points were acquired with spectral
widths of 5000 Hz � 120 Hz in F2 � F1 dimensions in ca. 16 min.
For brain tissue sample, TR/TE = 2000/220 ms. s3 = t1max = 100 ms.
500 � 10 points were acquired with spectral widths of
5000 Hz � 100 Hz in the F2 � F1 dimensions in ca. 20 min.
1 For interpretation of color in Figs. 2–4, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.
4. Results and discussion

For the sample of aspartate (Asp) in aqueous solution, the ratio
of proton numbers of Asp and water is about 1:10,000. It is known
that the protons in Asp form a typical ABX spin system. The differ-
ent iMQC high-resolution spectra of AB part are presented in Fig. 3.
Fig. 3a shows the high-resolution 1D spectrum under a well
shimmed field (green) and conventional 1D spectrum under an
inhomogeneous field with a linewidth of 40 Hz (red), in which
the multiplet of eight lines cannot be resolved at all. Fig. 3b is
the original iZQC spectrum with the projection onto the F1 dimen-
sion acquired with the pulse sequence shown in Fig. 1a under the
same inhomogeneous field. It can be seen that a high-resolution
projection spectrum free of inhomogeneous broadening can be ob-
tained in the F1 dimension. However, eight strong coupling arti-
facts marked in blue exist in the 2D spectrum. The eight desired
‘‘diagonal-peaks’’ are marked in red. The undesired resonances
are due to the coherence transfer between strongly coupled spins
caused by the p pulse in the original iZQC sequence (Fig. 1a). Be-
cause the strong coupling cross-peaks are displayed in absolute-
value mode, they lead to distortions of the projection intensities
of resonances. The influence of the strong coupling artifacts is more
severe in the original iDQC high-resolution spectrum. The iDQC
spectrum (Fig. 3c) was acquired under the same experimental con-
dition as Fig. 3a and b. After the shearing process and projection
(Fig. 3d), it can be seen that the strong coupling cross-peaks
(marked in blue1) no longer present in the same frequencies of
the corresponding diagonal resonances. As a result, the strong cou-
pling cross-peaks in the 2D spectrum result in additional reso-
nances in the F1 projection spectrum. There are 16 resonances in
the projection spectrum instead of 8. Therefore, the strong cou-
pling effect in either iZQC or iDQC spectrum may lead to misinter-
pretation or incorrect quantification of sample. The CT-iDH-iZQC
spectrum is presented in Fig. 3e. Because of the utilization of the
CT scheme, the cross- and diagonal-peaks overlap in the 2D spec-
trum, thus there is no observable strong coupling artifact. The pro-
jection spectrum holds an intensity pattern similar to the
conventional 1D SQC spectrum and the interpretation and quanti-
fication can be well performed. The dispersion parts of resonances
in the CT-iDH-iDQC and CT-iDH-iZQC spectra can cancel each
other, so a pure-phase 2D spectrum can be obtained. The result
is presented in Fig. 3f. Similar to the CT-iDH-iDQC and CT-iDH-iZQC
spectra, there is no observable strong coupling artifact in the 2D
CT-iDH-absorption spectrum. Furthermore, since the dispersion
parts are eliminated, the resolution of the CT-absorption spectrum
is improved by two times. An ultrahigh-resolution spectrum can be
obtained from the F1 projection.

Fig. 4 shows the comparison of original iZQC, CT-iDH-iZQC, and
CT-absorption spectra under an inhomogeneous field and conven-
tional 1D spin-echo spectrum in a homogeneous field. The sample
is 14 mM creatine (Cr), 4.5 mM lactate (Lac) and 4.5 mM citrate
(Cit) in aqueous solution. Different spin systems: singlet (Cr),
weakly-coupled multiplets (Lac), strongly-coupled multiplets
(Cit) are included in the sample so that we can compare the effi-
ciency of different sequences. A same spin echo time, TE = 420 ms,
was applied for all the sequences. The comparisons of the peak
linewidth, the signal sensitivity and the peak height ratio of Cit
from different sequences are listed in Table 1.

The conventional spin-echo spectrum under a well-shimmed
static magnetic field (Fig. 4e) was acquired as a control spectrum.
Compared to the spin-echo spectrum in Fig. 4e, the strongly-cou-
pled multiplets of citrate (AB spin system) in the original iZQC
spectrum (Fig. 4b) are distorted in the resonance intensities: the
two outside resonances are 68% and 61% higher than the ones in
the conventional spin-echo spectrum (Table 1). Furthermore, with
the same acquisition time, the peak linewidth of the iZQC spectrum



Fig. 3. 1H spectra of AB part of Asp in aqueous solution in an inhomogeneous field with a linewidth of 40 Hz. (a) Conventional spin-echo spectrum (red); (b) original iZQC
spectrum; (c and d) original iDQC spectra before (c) and after (d) shearing, where the diagonal peaks are marked in red, while the undesired cross-peaks caused by strong
coupling are marked in blue; (e) CT-iDH-iZQC spectrum; and (f) CT-iDH-absorption spectrum, which combines CT-iDH-iZQC and -iDQC. Conventional spin-echo spectrum in a
well-shimmed magnetic field is also presented in (a) for reference (green).
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Fig. 4. 1H spectra of Cr, Lac and Cit in aqueous solution. (a) Conventional spin-echo spectrum, (b) original iZQC projection spectrum; (c) CT-iDH-iZQC projection spectrum; (d)
CT-iDH-absorption projection spectrum. (a–d) are all acquired under an inhomogeneous field with a linewidth of 40 Hz. (e) 1D conventional spin-echo spectrum in a
homogeneous field; (f and g) Cr singlet (f) and Lac doublet (g) under different spin-echo times of CT-iDH-iZQC projection spectra (blue), CT-iDH-absorption projection spectra
(red) and high-resolution spin-echo spectra (green).

Table 1
Peak linewidth, signal sensitivity and peak height ratio of Cit from different sequences.

iZQCd CT-iDHd Spin-echoe

iZQC iDQC Absorption

FWHMa (Hz) 6.4 7.2 6.5 3.8 3.2

Sensitivityb 0.14 0.11 0.14 0.15 1.00

Peak height ratio of Citc 0.89 0.60 0.59 0.58 0.53
0.96 0.98 0.99 0.99 0.96
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
0.92 0.60 0.60 0.59 0.57

a The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of Cr (3.0 ppm) is measured.
b The sensitivity is defined as SNR=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
acquisition time

p
, normalized to the one of spin-echo spectrum.

c Normalized to the highest resonance of Cit in each spectrum.
d Under inhomogeneous fields with a linewidth of 40 Hz.
e Under a well shimmed magnetic field.
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is increased by two times compared to the spin-echo spectrum (Ta-
ble 1). Fig. 4c is the CT-iDH-iZQC spectrum. Though the spectral
resolution of the CT-iDH-iZQC spectrum remains the same as the
iZQC spectrum, the strongly-coupled multiplets have similar inten-
sity pattern to the one in Fig. 4e (the deviations of outer two lines
are 13% and 5%, respectively). In the CT-iDH-absorption spectrum
(Fig. 4d), not only the correct multiplet intensity pattern is
preserved (the deviations of outer two lines are 9% and 4%, respec-
tively), but also the spectral linewidth is reduced by almost half,
which is similar to that of the spin-echo spectrum. Fig. 4f and g
give lineshape comparisons of the Cr singlet at 3.0 ppm and the
weakly coupled Lac doublet, respectively, of CT-iDH-iZQC,
CT-iDH-absorption, and well-shimmed spin-echo spectra under
different spin echo times. It can be seen that the absorption
spectroscopy greatly alleviates the lineshape variations of multi-
plets due to J-modulation. The improved spectral resolution and
the correct multiplet intensity pattern ensure a more accurate
quantification of compound concentrations.

Fig. 5 presents the preliminary results on an in vitro pig brain
tissue. The spectra shown in Fig. 5a–c are from conventional
spin-echo sequence, original iZQC sequence, and CT-iDH sequence
respectively with a same spin echo time of 120 ms. It can be seen
that the spectral inhomogeneous broadening is greatly suppressed
in the original iZQC spectrum. However, its ultimate spectral reso-
lution is restricted by the very short relaxation time of tissue water
[14]. The CT-iDH sequence alleviates this problem and further
improves the resolution doubly. To our knowledge, it is the first
time that iMQC spectroscopy achieves a linewidth less than



Fig. 5. Spin echo spectrum (a), original iZQC projection spectrum (b), and CT-iDH
projection spectrum (c) of a same pig brain tissue with a spin echo time of 120 ms.
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10 Hz on intact animal tissues. The iMQC spectra shown in Fig. 5b
and c look much noisy than conventional one. This may be mainly
caused by inherent low signal intensity of iMQCs and short trans-
verse relaxation time of tissue water.

5. Conclusions

In summary, a pulse sequence utilizing both CT-iZQC and CT-
iDQC coherence transfer pathways to obtain 2D absorption-mode
lineshape was proposed and theoretically analyzed. Experimental
results on solution phantoms and intact animal tissue demonstrate
that higher resolution and more straightforward spectral informa-
tion can be revived. The new scheme not only improves the spec-
tral resolution by two times, but also effectively suppresses the
strong coupling artifacts and distortion of multiplet intensity pat-
tern. This approach is applicable to weakly-coupled, strongly-cou-
pled and uncoupled spin systems, potentially useful for studying
metabolites in in vivo NMR spectroscopy and for characterizing
technologically important new materials in combinatorial
chemistry.
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